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Abstract—ARINC 664, which is a heavily used protocol for
modern avionics networks, is preferred due to its simplicity
although its mixed-criticality support is limited. Time Triggered
Ethernet (TTEthernet), and IEEE Time Sensitive Networking
(TSN), which utilize time synchronized schedule, are more
suitable for supporting mixed-criticality applications; however,
both require a fault tolerant time synchronization that makes
the certification process more challenging. In this paper, we
propose a novel dynamic priority assignment (DPA) concept
together with the burst limiting shaper (BLS) from the IEEE TSN
standard to enhance the schedulability and the mixed-criticality
support of ARINC 664. The decision of flow re-assignment to
a new priority class is done by calculating the high priority
(HP) and low priority (LP) class worst-case delays using the
network calculus framework. The numerical results show that
the class utilization rates can be significantly increased by using
the DPA concept with and without the BLS while the deadline
constraints for all classes are satisfied. Thus, the DPA can improve
the schedulability and mixed-criticality of ARINC 664 without
using any time synchronization mechanism.

Index Terms—ARINC 664, deterministic network, mixed-
criticality, schedulability

I. INTRODUCTION

Next generation aircrafts have enormous data exchange
requirements among avionics applications. Since traditional
avionics communication standards such as MIL-STD 1553 and
ARINC 429 cannot satisfy these requirements, Ethernet based
deterministic network technologies such as ARINC 664 [1],
TTEthernet, and IEEE TSN have been proposed [2]. ARINC
664 is a profiled network, where the flows are shaped based
on leaky bucket algorithm and policed with token bucket
algorithm whose parameters are determined using offline net-
work planning tool. TTEthernet and IEEE TSN implement
time-triggered communication mechanisms that establish and
maintain a global time through time synchronization, which
helps to establish temporal partitioning and ensures isolation of
the synchronous time-critical data flows from other traffic [3].
Time-triggered communication is highly suitable for periodic
command and control tasks or synchronous data delivery

with low latency and jitter requirements. TTEthernet has been
specifically developed for the avionics systems while the
IEEE TSN standards are for time-synchronized low latency
streaming services [4]. In addition to its extensive usage
in automotive and industrial control applications, there is a
growing interest to utilize IEEE TSN standards for avionics
networks [2]; however, to the best of our knowledge, there is
no certifiable IEEE TSN solution up to this date for avionics
applications. For both TTEthernet and IEEE TSN, the perfor-
mance will be significantly degraded if time synchronization
is broken due to failures [3].

The mixed-criticality is an important concept for the modern
avionics systems such that distributed applications with mixed
time-criticality requirements can be integrated and co-exist
on a single physical network [5] [6]. TTEthernet and IEEE
TSN are more suitable for the mixed-criticality since they
utilize time synchronized schedule. However, both require
implementing a complex fault tolerant time synchronization
that makes the certification process more challenging. In
[5], deficit-round robin, credit-based shaper, peristaltic shaper,
and BLS are studied in detail from the mixed-criticality
perspective. They demonstrate the advantage of using the
BLS together with the strict priority scheduler in terms of
complexity, modularity, fairness, and predictability. The traffic
class that runs the BLS has two different priority levels and
the priority level at a particular time is determined according
to the consumed credit of the BLS. Although their mechanism
decreases the worst-case delay of the LP class, the HP class
may have higher worst-case delay than the LP class. Our
priority assignment algorithm with and without using the BLS
can guarantee that the HP class has lower or the same delay
compared to the LP class and the bandwidth utilization rate
that can meet the deadline constraints of both classes can be
significantly increased.

In this paper, we propose a novel dynamic priority assign-
ment (DPA) concept together with the burst limiting shaper
(BLS) from the IEEE TSN standard to enhance the schedula-
bility and the mixed-criticality support of ARINC 664. In theISBN 978-3-903176-39-3© 2021 IFIP



Fig. 1. System model

proposed model, there are three different classes, namely HP
for safety critical traffic (SCT), LP for rate constrained (RC)
traffic, and best effort (BE) traffic. The class-based forwarding
behavior at each node provides the latency and jitter bounds
per class and these bounds can significantly change if the
amount of traffic for each class is time-varying. This study
utilizes the DPA concept to modify the initial assignment
of the virtual link (VL) flows to the priority classes as the
class utilization rates change. The priority re-assignment is
performed carefully such that the deadline constraints of the
HP and LP flows are simultaneously considered. The decision
of flow re-assignment to a new priority class is done by
calculating the HP and LP class worst-case delays using the
network calculus framework. Numerical results show that the
class utilization rates can be significantly increased by using
the DPA concept with and without the BLS while the deadline
constraints for all classes are satisfied. This indicates that the
DPA can improve the schedulability and mixed-criticality of
ARINC 664 without using any time synchronization mecha-
nism.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system
model and the proposed algorithm are described in Section
II and Section III, respectively. The delay analysis for both
strict priority scheduler and BLS using network calculus is
presented in Section IV. In Section V, numerical results are
shown. Finally, we conclude the paper with Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed system model, where N HP flows, M LP
flows, and BE traffic share the same output port of a node (i.e.,
ARINC 664 switch or end system), is depicted in Fig. 1. Here,
each VL corresponds to an application flow in the ARINC 664
system.

For simplicity, there are three different priority classes in
the system, including HP, LP, and BE. However, the proposed
model can be extended if there are more than three classes. We
assume that, within the same priority class, a flow with lower
index number has a higher priority than another flow with
higher index number. For example, V L1 has a higher priority
than V L2, V L2 has a higher priority than V L3, and so on. In
traditional ARINC 664 networks, the assignment of VL flows
to priority classes are done at the offline network planning

Fig. 2. Algorithm Flow Chart

stage, and there is no concept of priority re-assignment of a
VL flow to a different priority class. However, the bandwidth
utilization rates of priority classes can vary significantly from
time to time within the same flight duration due to the
dynamic reconfiguration concepts in the integrated modular
avionics (IMA) systems [7] [8]. This study suggests that the
priority re-assignment can potentially prevent undesired delay
performances especially for the lower priority flows. Note that
the decision of flow re-assignment to a new priority class is
done by calculating the HP and LP class worst-case delays
using the network calculus framework as described in Section
IV.

The system model can utilize the BLS together with the
strict priority scheduler to shape the HP class. The priority
level for the HP class at a particular time is determined
by comparing the consumed credit with the maximum credit
threshold (LM ) and the minimum credit threshold (LR). The
credit increases with a rate of Isend when the packets in the HP
class are sent, otherwise it decreases with the rate of Iidle. If
the credit reaches the LM , the priority of the HP class becomes
lower than the LP class. The priority returns back to the same
level only if the credit equals to the minimum threshold LR.

III. DYNAMIC PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM

In this study, we propose a dynamic priority assignment
concept such that the initial assignment of the flows to priority
classes changes according to time varying class utilization
rates. Note that this priority re-assignment is performed care-
fully such that the highest priority VL flow is moved from the
LP to the HP class if the delay constraint of the HP class will
not be violated. This is achieved by moving a flow with the



lowest index number in the LP class to the HP class since it
has the highest priority. Hence, the flow that needs lower delay
is assigned to the HP class assuming that the strict priority
scheduler always provides the lowest delay for the HP class.
Similarly, the lowest priority VL flow (highest index number)
is moved from the HP to the LP class. Hence, the HP class
delay can be decreased by sacrificing the delay performance
of the lowest priority VL flow. This potentially provides better
overall network performance since the sacrificed VL flow may
still meet its deadline constraint in the LP class assuming
that the priority levels are determined according to the delay
constraints of the VL flows.

Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm to
dynamically change the assignment of the VL flows to the pri-
ority classes if needed. Assuming that there are initially N HP
and M LP flows, first of all, the maximum worst-case delays
of HP and LP classes (Dmax,HP , Dmax,LP ) are calculated
using the network calculus framework. If Dmax,HP is higher
than Dmax,LP or maximum delay threshold (Dmax,Thr), the
VL flows (starting from the lowest priority, the second lowest
priority, and so on) are moved from the HP class to the LP
class until the HP class delay constraints are satisfied (i.e.,
Dmax,HP is lower than Dmax,LP and Dmax,Thr). At the
second stage, if Dmax,LP is higher than Dmax,Thr, then the
algorithm moves a VL flow from the LP to the HP if the
HP class delay constraints are not violated. If one of these
constraints is violated, then the algorithm moves this flow back
to the LP and terminates. Under the condition that Dmax,LP

is higher than Dmax,Thr, flows can be moved from the LP to
the HP until Dmax,LP is lower than Dmax,Thr as long as the
HP class delay constraints are not violated.

The method without using the algorithm described in the
flow chart is called fixed priority assignment (FPA), where the
strict priority scheduler with the HP and LP classes and the
leaky bucket traffic shaper are used as described in the ARINC
664 standard. The method with the algorithm in the flow chart
is called dynamic priority assignment (DPA), where the leaky
bucket traffic shaper is used for VLs but the initial assignment
of the VL flows to the priority classes can be changed if there
is an assignment that can simultaneously satisfy the objectives
of all classes. These two approaches can be applied when the
BLS defined in the IEEE TSN standard is used for the HP
class in addition to the leaky bucket shaper for VL flows. Then,
these two methods (FPA and DPA) are named BLS-FPA and
BLS-DPA, respectively. The following section presents how
the network calculus can be applied to calculate the worst-
case delay bounds for these four methods.

IV. NETWORK CALCULUS DELAY ANALYSIS

Network calculus that lies in a theoretical background of
Min-plus algebra allows us to calculate the upper bound delay
[9]. Therefore, it is widely used to analyze the worst-case delay
bounds for deterministic networks including ARINC 664 or
IEEE TSN [10] [11]. In the following two subsections, we
present the worst-case delay analysis for the FPA, DPA, BLS-
FPA, and BLS-DPA methods.

A. Network Calculus for FPA and DPA

We assume that there is one-to-one mapping from virtual
link n (VLn) to flow n (fn) which can be defined by two
parameters, namely bandwidth allocation gap (BAGn) and
maximum frame size (sn). The arrival curve of fn, which is
regulated by the leaky bucket algorithm, can be formulated
as αn(t) = rnt + sn, where rn = sn/BAGn represents
the arrival rate. The service curve of an output port for the
ARINC 664 switch can be expressed as β(t) = R[t − T ]+,
where R is the service capacity and T is the technological
latency. Sharing the same output port reveals the concept of
residual service curve, which allows us to find the guaranteed
individual remaining service capacity for each flow [9]. The
residual service curve needs to be calculated based on the
service type of the service element. In this study, we utilize
first in first out (FIFO) service type for the flows having the
same priority level, whereas the strict service type assumption
is utilized for the flows having different priority levels. The
preemption mechanism is not considered in this study. Let p(i)
represents the priority level of flow i, and p(i) < p(j) denotes
that flow i has higher priority than flow j. The residual strict
service curve offered by strict priority to flow fj having the
priority level p(j) ∈ {HP,LP,BE} can be expressed as [12]:

βspj (t) =

[
β(t)−

∑
∀i,p(i)<p(j)

αi(t)− max
∀i,p(i)>p(j)

si

]+

. (1)

The worst-case delay bound of fj can be calculated by
obtaining the maximum horizontal distance between the arrival
and service curves as [13]:

Dsp
j (t) =

( ∑
∀i,p(i)=p(j)

si

R−
∑

∀i,p(i)<p(j)

ri

)
+

( ∑
∀i,p(i)<p(j)

si + max
∀i,p(i)>p(j)

si

R−
∑

∀i,p(i)<p(j)

ri

)
.

(2)

Note that the above equations can be directly applicable for
both FPA and DPA methods since the flow re-assignment to
the priority classes affects only the number of flows for HP
and LP classes in these equations.

B. Network Calculus for BLS-FPA and BLS-DPA

In ARINC 664, the worst-case delay bounds for LP flows
can significantly increase as the bandwidth utilization rate of
HP flows increases due to the strict priority scheduler at the
switch output port. The BLS concept is applied for ARINC
664 to enhance the worst-case delay bounds by dynamically
changing the priority level of HP class [12]. In other words,
the priority level of the HP class can be lower than the LP class
for a certain period of time. Window-based approach (WbA)
is utilized to determine the priority level of the HP class with
respect to the LP class. In this study, in addition to applying
the BLS for the HP class, we also utilize the DPA concept
presented in Section III.



For the proposed system model in Fig. 1, the minimum
service curve for the HP class, where the BLS is utilized, can
be expressed as [12]:

βblsHP (t) =

(
∆min
send

∆min
send + ∆max

idle

)
·R · (t−∆max

idle )+ , (3)

where ∆min
send = LM−LR

Isend
represents the minimum duration

of the HP class when it has the highest priority while
∆max
idle = LM−LR

Iidle
+ sLP

R represents the maximum duration
for the priority level of the HP class when its priority is lower
than the LP class. Here, LM , LR, Isend, and Iidle represent the
upper credit threshold, the lower credit threshold, the increase
rate of the credit, and the decrease rate of the credit for
the BLS algorithm, respectively. Note that the BE traffic has
always the lowest priority.

Since the service curve of the HP class can take two
different values depending on the priority level of the HP class,
namely the non-preemptive strict priority service curve and
the BLS service curve, the multiplexed service curve can be
calculated as:

βmuxHP (t) = max

(
βspHP,2, β

bls
HP ⊗ β

sp
HP,0

)
(t) , (4)

where βspHP,2(t) and βspHP,0(t) represent the service curves of
the HP class when it has lower and higher priority than the
LP class, respectively, while βblsHP is the service curve of the
BLS. Note that ⊗ denotes the min-plus convolution operator
and βblsHP is given in Eq. (3). βspHP,2(t) and βspHP,0(t) can be
expressed as follows:

βspHP,2(t) =
(
R · t− αLP (t)−maxi∈BEsi

)+
, (5)

βspHP,0(t) =
(
R · t−maxi∈(LP,BE)si

)+
. (6)

The service curve βspHP,2(t) can be expressed as
RspHP,2 (t− T spHP )

+, where RspHP,2 represents the residual ser-
vice capacity while T spHP includes the technological latency for
the case that the HP class has lower priority than the LP class.
Similarly, βconv(t) can be expressed as Rconv (t− Tconv)+

where Rconv denote the residual service capacity while Tconv
includes the technological latency for the service curve of
βblsHP ⊗ β

sp
HP,0. Therefore, the worst-case delay bounds for the

HP class can be expressed as:

Dmux
HP = min(Dsp

HP,2, Dconv) . (7)

Substituting Dconv =
∑
i∈HP

si
Rconv

+ Tconv and Dsp
HP,2 =∑

i∈HP
si

RspHP,2
+ T spHP,2 into Eq. (7), the worst-case delay

bound for the HP class can be calculated.
The service curve of the LP class is also affected when the

BLS is applied to the HP class. The multiplexed minimum
service curve offered to the LP class can be expressed as:

βmuxLP (t) = max

(
βspLP , β

bls
LP

)
(t) , (8)

where βspLP (t) and βblsLP (t) represent the minimum service
curve offered to the LP class when it has lower priority than

the HP class and when the BLS is applied to the HP class,
respectively. These service curves can be expressed as:

βsp
LP (t) =

(
R·t−αHP (t)�βbls

HP (t)−maxi∈(HP,LP,BE)si
)+

, (9)

βblsLP (t) =
(
R · t−Υbls

HP −maxi∈(HP,LP,BE)si
)+

, (10)

where � denotes the min-plus deconvolution operator and
Υbls
HP represents the maximum service curve offered by the

BLS. It becomes Υbls
HP = R · t when there is no backlogged

LP traffic, otherwise:

Υbls
HP =

R

∆ΥSCT

·∆max
send · t+

R

∆ΥSCT

·∆max
send,0 ·∆min

idle , (11)

where ∆max
send = LM−LR

Isend
+ sHP

R + min( sLPR · IidleIsend
, LR
Isend

)
represents the maximum duration of the HP class having the
highest priority. The initial value for ∆max

send is represented
as ∆max

send,0 = LM
Isend

+ sHP
R . In addition, ∆min

idle = LM−LR
Iidle

represents the minimum duration for the HP class when its
priority level is lower than the LP class. Here, ∆ΥSCT =
∆max
send + ∆min

idle denotes the period of the maximum service
curve analysis.

The service curve βµLP (t) can be expressed as
RµLP (t− TµLP ), where µ ∈ {sp, bls}. RµLP represents
the residual service capacity, while TµLP includes the
technological latency for the case that the LP class has lower
priority than the HP class. Therefore, the worst-case delay
can be expressed as:

Dmux
LP = min(Dsp

LP , D
bls
LP ) . (12)

Substituting Dµ
LP =

∑
i∈LP

si
RµLP

+ TµLP into Eq. (12), the
worst-case delay bound for the LP class can be calculated.

Note that the above equations can be directly applicable
for both BLS-FPA and BLS-DPA methods since the flow re-
assignment to the priority classes affects only the number of
flows for HP and LP classes in these equations.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we provide numerical experiments to demon-
strate the delay performance of four methods described in
Section III, and IV, namely FPA, DPA, BLS-FPA, and BLS-
DPA. Note that our proposed dynamic priority assignment
based methods are DPA and BLS-DPA, while the fixed priority
assignment based methods FPA and BLS-FPA are used as the
benchmark.

For all experiments, one node with three priority classes
including HP, LP, and BE is considered, as shown in Fig. 1.
The same experiment parameters in [10] are used in this study.
The maximum frame size (MFS) and the bandwidth allocation
gap (BAG) are set to 64 bytes and 2 ms for SCT and RC
flows, respectively, while MFS for BE is 1024 bytes and BAG
is 8 ms. In the first set of the experiments, the utilization rate
of the HP class (URHP ) is increased from 0.1% to 78%
while the utilization rate of the LP class (URLP ) is kept
constant as 20%. In the second set of the experiments, URLP
is varied from 0.5% to 72% while URHP is kept constant



Fig. 3. The delay performance of FPA and DPA as URHP varies

Fig. 4. The delay performance of FPA and DPA as URLP varies

as 20%. Note that the utilization rate is increased by adding
new flows to the corresponding class and the BE is used to
load the system up to the 100% utilization rate. The delay
analysis of the BE is not presented since there is no deadline
constraint. Without loss of generality, the delay requirements
for both HP and LP traffic classes are set to 2 ms. The LM ,
LR, and BW parameters required for the BLS-FPA and BLS-
DPA experiments are set to 22118, 0 and 0.46, respectively, as
in [10]. The BW parameter of 0.46 means that the bandwidth
of the HP class is set to the 46% of the total outgoing capacity.
We report the worst-case (WC) and average (Avg.) delays for
all four methods. Since there is no priority re-assignment for
FPA and BLS-FPA, the WC and Avg. delay results will be the
same. Therefore, only the WC delays are shown for FPA and
BLS-FPA in the figures. To quantify the improvement due to
the priority re-assignment, the average of the worst-case delays
for the flows, that are initially at the same class, is calculated
after the priority re-assignment.

Fig. 5. The delay performance of BLS-FPA and BLS-DPA as URHP varies

Fig. 6. The delay performance of BLS-FPA and BLS-DPA as URLP varies

Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the HP utilization rate on the
delay results for the FPA and DPA methods. The same delay
results are observed for both methods until URHP reaches
38.1%. Beyond this point, the delay requirements of the LP
class cannot be satisfied using the FPA while the worst-case
and average delays of the LP class significantly decrease by
using the DPA method thanks to the priority re-assignment of
the initially LP flows to the HP class. Note that all LP flows
have to be moved to the HP class for this particular experiment,
otherwise some of the LP flows cannot satisfy the LP delay
constraint since all LP flows have the same delay constraint of
2 ms. Therefore, the worst-case and average delays for both HP
and LP flows are the same when URHP is beyond 38.1%. As
a result, the DPA method can satisfy the delay constraints of
HP and LP flows for all URHP values while the FPA method
cannot satisfy the delay constraints of LP flows when URHP is
beyond 38.1%. This improvement for the LP flows is achieved
by increasing the delay results of the HP class in an acceptable



manner since the delay requirements of the HP class are still
met.

Similarly, Fig. 4 demonstrates how the change in URLP
affects the worst-case and average delay results of the FPA
and DPA methods. Both the FPA and DPA methods satisfy the
delay requirements for HP and LP flows when URLP is lower
than 56.5%. Beyond this point, the DPA method performs the
priority re-assignment of initially LP flows to the HP class to
meet the delay requirement for the LP class. Although this
priority re-assignment increases the delay of the HP class,
it does not pose a problem since the delay requirements are
met for both HP and LP flows. Thanks to the DPA method,
a significant improvement in terms of supporting higher LP
utilization rates is achieved by fulfilling the delay requirements
that cannot be satisfied by the FPA method.

Fig. 5 shows the impact of URHP on the delay results
when the BLS-FPA and BLS-DPA methods are utilized. Until
URHP reaches 18.1%, the delay results of the HP class are the
same for both BLS-FPA and BLS-DPA and the delay results of
the LP class are the same for both methods as well since there
is no need for dynamic priority assignment. However, after this
critical point, BLS-FPA exhibits an undesirable behavior such
that the worst-case delay is higher for the HP compared to the
LP. BLS-DPA avoids this problem by priority re-assignment
in such a way that some of HP flows (starting from the lowest
priority one) are moved to the LP class until the worst-case
delay for the HP class is lower than the LP class. Therefore, the
worst-case delays of both classes can be seen at midpoint in
Fig. 5. The results show that the average delays of HP and LP
are also close to each other when URHP is beyond 18.1%.
BLS-DPA outperforms BLS-FPA in terms of schedulability
since the maximum URHP values, for which the deadline
requirements of both HP and LP classes are met, are 60.1%
and 78.1% for BLS-FPA and BLS-DPA, respectively.

The impact of URLP on the delay results for both BLS-
FPA and BLS-DPA is demonstrated in Fig. 6. For low URLP
values, BLS-FPA suffers from the above mentioned undesired
problem that the worst-case delay for the HP class is higher
than the LP class. However, BLS-DPA resolves this issue by
re-assigning the HP flows into the LP class. Both methods
provide the same results when URLP is between 24.5% and
56.5%. After this critical point, the worst-case delay for the LP
class exceeds the deadline constraint for BLS-FPA. In contrast,
BLS-DPA moves some of the HP flows into the LP class until
the delay constraint is satisfied. It is crucial to note that the
average delay for the LP class is below the worst-case delay,
which means that the priority level is changed only for a few
flows. Besides, BLS-FPA schedulability expires when URLP
is equal to 56.5%. On the other hand, there is no restriction
for BLS-DPA in terms of schedulability concern.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that DPA yields lower delay
results for the HP class compared to BLS-DPA until URLP
reaches 60.1%. However, as URLP increases beyond this
point, BLS-DPA provides the delay results that are more
convenient for the HP class. Similarly, as URHP increases,
DPA outperforms BLS-DPA when URHP is lower than 40.1%

while the difference is only a few microseconds for higher
URHP values.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a DPA concept to decide the mapping
of ARINC 664 VL flows to the priority classes according to
time-varying bandwidth utilization rates. The DPA concept is
applied with and without the IEEE TSN BLS by calculating
the HP and LP class worst-case delays using the network
calculus framework. The numerical results show that the DPA
method with the IEEE TSN BLS maximizes the bandwidth
utilization rate for the HP class first and the remaining capacity
is used to meet the deadline constraints for the LP class. This
indicates that the DPA with the IEEE TSN BLS can improve
the schedulability and mixed-criticality of ARINC 664 without
using any complex time synchronization mechanism. Future
work will investigate a dynamic learning based flow re-
assignment algorithm and more realistic multi-node scenario
for avionics networks by specifying different delay constraints
for VLs.
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